
Background Significance 

• The San Antonio Fire Department EMS changed it’s 12 lead ECG 
computer algorithm for Left Bundle Branch Block (LBBB) resulting in a 
reduction of false positive AMIs. 

 

• Paramedics were twice as likely to call “AMI” on an ECG tracing when the  
monitor ‘s computer falsely interpreted negative. 

Determine the impact of ECG computer generated diagnostic interpretations on 
paramedic heart alert activation based on difficult ECG tracings. 

Paramedics were more likely to activate a Heart Alert on difficult ECG tracings if the 
computer interpretation displayed AMI, rather than if the computer interpretation 
was blinded.  
 

False Heart Alert activations in our system may be reduced if ECG computer 
interpretation is disabled. Disabling ECG computer presents the risk of missing an 
increased number of AMIs. 

Five percent of respondents were female.  Mean age of the respondents was 37 years of 
age with an average of Seven and a half years experience. Of those that reported, the  
average time elapsed since last patient transport of an AMI was four  months .  
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Emergency Medical Service (EMS) personnel in our region are often tasked with 
making the decision to call a “Heart Alert” setting in motion hospital preparations to 
receive the most time-sensitive form of heart attacks. It has been demonstrated that a 
significant hospital cost is  associated with each heart alert activation.  
 

Historically, the computer’s interpretation of the 12-Lead ECG has been identified as 
hypersensitive, resulting in false positive interpretations of Acute Myocardial 
Infarction (AMI). It is imperative that paramedics are able to accurately interpret a 12-
Lead ECG in order to improve reliability, reduce delay to definitive care,  and thus 
potentially improve morbidity and mortality.  

Twenty-five ECGs were selected from an in-house library to include a mix of 
appropriate AMI determinations, false AMI determinations, and missed AMI 
interpretations (figure 1 b. and figure 2 b). Each of the 25 ECGs was replicated with the 
computer interpretation deleted from the copy (figure 1 A. and figure 2 A.).  
 

All ECGs were formally randomized and formatted into a test. Each question 
contained identical patient information (Example: patient was diaphoretic and 
complaining of chest pain). Test was administered to a random selection of on-duty 
paramedics. Responses were dichotomous for patient eligibility and heart alert 
activation.  
 

Results 

The ECG test was given to 42 paramedics resulting in 1050 ECG pairs assessed. Each 
ECG pair had at least 1 inconsistency with a total of 183 inconsistencies. Of the 
inconsistencies, 94 (51%) followed the pattern of calling a heart alert with the 
computer interpretation of AMI; and not calling a heart alert on the same ECG if the 
computer interpretation was blinded. Twenty five true AMIs were not identified 
without the computer generated interpretation. Two ECGs revealed AMI where the 
computer algorithm failed to recognize it; paramedics were twice as likely to 
appropriately identify those  AMIs when the computer interpretation was  blinded. 

• Paramedic participants included in this study represent less than ten percent of 
the total number of paramedics serving with the San Antonio Fire Department 
Emergency Medical Service. N = 42 

 

• The designation of a difficult ECG is subjective and dependent on the interpreter.  

Limitations  With ECG tracing above Paramedics were 14 times more likely to answer 
“yes” to AMI when  ECG computer interpretation displayed AMI. 

With ECG tracing above Paramedics were  6 times more likely to answer 
“yes” to AMI when ECG computer interpretation displayed AMI. 
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